Power & Inequality in Media & Technology Working Group presents: Can Research Be Revolution? Series

The Research Undercommons: Crafting Tools to Answer Community Problems

Join us Tuesday, May 17th at 10 AM for Dr. Blu Buchanan’s talk as a part of the “Can Research Be Revolution? Speaker and Workshop Series on Engaged Research” hosted by the School of Communication and Information’s Power and Inequality Working Group.

Zoom Registration Links


About Dr. Buchanan

Blu Buchanan is a University Fellow in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at UNC Asheville. They have written for academic publications such as GLQ: The Journal of Gay and Lesbian Studies and PUBLIC: A Journal of Imagining America, as well as edited volume chapters in Black Feminist Sociology: Perspectives and Praxis and Unsafe Words: Queer Perspectives on Consent in the #MeToo Era. Their public-facing writing focuses on movements to disarm campus police and confronting trans antagonism in the university.